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IEEE has partnered with the MIT Press to bring a subset
of their high-quality journals to the IEEE Xplore® digital library
The MIT Press Journals Library features eight specially selected science
and technology titles from the MIT Press, consisting of more than 12,500
articles covering topics in computing, engineering, and related fields.

MIT Press Journals Library delivers key benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drive new ideas, designs, and applications with cutting-edge content
Develop better solutions faster by understanding the technology landscape
Increase scholarly output and new research development
Accelerate innovation and patent development with convenient access
to proven research all in one place
Stay ahead of the technology curve with the latest publications
on applied technologies
Increase productivity by reviewing previous research without
having to reinvent the wheel

MIT Press Journals Library content areas—
computing & engineering:
The collection of titles focuses on leading science and technology
areas including:
•
•
•
•

Artificial life
Evolutionary computation
Cognitive neuroscience
Neural computation

•
•
•

Linguistics
Teleoperators
Virtual environments

Quick Facts
Focuses on innovations in computing,
engineering, and related fields
Access to eight high-quality, peerreviewed publications
Unlimited, full-text access
to more than 12,500 articles
Backfile to 1989, including
Volume 1, Issue 1, for all titles
Complete package available
exclusively on IEEE Xplore
More quality content that is highly
relevant to IEEE Xplore users

MIT Press Quick Facts
• Founded in 1932, making it one
of the oldest university presses in
America, the Journals division was
founded in 1969
• A leading publisher in diverse fields
• MIT Press offers journals with
a cross-cultural perspective that
speaks to an international audience
• A global publisher—countries in
its top ten readership pool span the
world, including the UK, Canada,
Germany, Australia, Japan, and
China, among others.
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Artificial Life

Neural Computation

About the MIT Press:

Covers the study of man-made
systems that exhibit the behavioral
characteristics of natural living systems.

Covers scientific and engineering
challenges of understanding
the brain and building computers.

Subject areas: computer science,
biology, robotics, and ethology
Frequency: quarterly

Subject areas: neural networks,
computational neuroscience,
and artificial intelligence
Frequency: monthly

The MIT Press is a leading university
press affiliated with the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, specializing
in science and technology. They are a
leading publisher in diverse fields, such
as architecture, social theory, economics,
cognitive science, and computational
science. As the major American
university press for science and
technology books, the MIT Press has a
long-term commitment to the efficient
and creative use of new technologies.

Evolutionary Computation
Theoretical and practical aspects
of computational systems drawing
their inspiration from nature with
emphasis on evolutionary models
of computation.
Subject areas: computer science
Frequency: quarterly

Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience
Investigates brain-behavior interaction
and promotes lively interchange
among the mind sciences.

Presence: Teleoperators
& Virtual Environments
Material applicable to advanced
electromechanical and computer
systems with perspectives from
physics to philosophy.
Subject areas: computer science,
teleoperators, virtual environments,
and engineering
Frequency: quarterly

Design Issues

Subject areas:
neuroscience, neuropsychology,
and cognitive psychology
Frequency: monthly

Examines design history, theory,
and criticism; guest edited issues
on themes such as design history,
human-computer interface, and more.

Linguistic Inquiry

Subject areas: design history,
theory, and criticism
Frequency: quarterly

Research on current topics
in linguistics.
Subject areas: syntax, semantics,
phonology, and morphology
Frequency: quarterly

Also in IEEE Xplore:
MIT Press eBooks Library

Computer Music Journal
Focus on digital sound technology
and musical applications of computers.
Subject areas: computer music,
multimedia computing, digital signal
processing, and computing in the arts
Frequency: quarterly

The Journals division of the MIT Press
began in1969 with two quarterly
publications. Today, they publish
30+ titles in the arts and humanities,
economics, international affairs,
history, political science, science, and
technology. The division publishes
journals owned by the MIT Press as
well as journals sponsored by various
societies and associations.
“ The MIT Press fills a unique niche in
the world of publishing: innovative in
their choice of subjects and authors,
elegant in their designs, and utterly
committed to intellectual quality.”
 Steven Pinker, Harvard College
—
Professor and Johnstone Family
Professor in the Department of
Psychology at Harvard University
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